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Abstract: Hurricane Harvey made landfall in Houston, Texas on 25 August 2017, the psychological
and physical effects of which are still unknown. We assessed hurricane exposure and the
immediate mental health needs of the population to define public health priorities for a larger
epidemiological study. Convenience sampling was used to recruit participants (n = 41) from the
greater Houston area aged ≥18 years. Participants completed a questionnaire about demographics,
hurricane exposures, and physical/mental health. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was
measured with the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-S (PCL-S; a score ≥30 indicated probable
PTSD symptoms). The Patient Health Questionnaire-4 (PHQ-4) was used to assess symptoms of
depression and generalized anxiety disorder. The average PTSD score was 32.9 (SD = 17.1); a total
of 46% of participants met the threshold for probable PTSD. Increased overall hurricane exposure
(adjusted odds ratio (ORadj ) 1.42; 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.06–2.05) and property-related
exposure (ORadj 1.53; 95% CI: 1.07–2.18) were both statistically significantly associated with increased
odds of probable PTSD symptoms. A perception of chemical/toxin exposure due to Hurricane
Harvey was reported by 44% of participants. A higher number of personal or property exposures
were associated with greater mental health symptoms three weeks post-hurricane. This work has
implications for the ongoing response to Hurricane Harvey and for assessing the immediate needs of
the population.
Keywords: extreme weather event; disaster; post-traumatic stress disorder; emergency
response; epidemiology

1. Introduction
At 10 PM on 25 August 2017, Hurricane Harvey hit the coast of Texas as a Category 4
hurricane with wind speeds greater than 58 m/s. Between landfalls over a four day period,
Hurricane Harvey brought torrential rains totaling about 50 inches at Bush International Airport
in Houston, Texas [1]. This storm was particularly devastating to the greater Houston area, a city with
2.3 million people. Various sources and media outlets indicated 30,000 residents displaced, $70–$170
billion in property damage, and half-million vehicles and untold structures flooded.
Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2018, 15, 974; doi:10.3390/ijerph15050974
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Hurricane exposure has been shown to have a profound impact on the mental health of affected
residents, leading to increased symptomology of stress, anxiety, depression and Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD) [2–4]. Being displaced because of the storm, especially to a temporary shelter, has been
shown to exacerbate these mental health issues, possibly because of the perceived decrease in social
support associated with displacement [5–9].
During Hurricane Harvey there was also the potential for chemical exposures due to numerous
chemical plants, natural gas and oil refineries present in the Houston area. More than 50 Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Superfund sites (sites of previous contamination) are located in the area,
some of which were flooded and potentially contaminated the flood waters in their surroundings [10].
Further, anecdotal exposure to mold and sewage bacteria in flooded streets was widely reported.
Exposures related specifically to chemicals can have both short and long-term negative impacts on
mental health [11–14]. Previous research indicates an indirect impact of chemical disasters on mental
health. After the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, participants who experienced job loss and disruption in
social and occupational functioning as a result of the oil spill were more likely to experience anxiety
and depression [11,12]. A study of South Carolina residents following a chlorine gas disaster indicated
that physical health symptoms were significantly associated with post-traumatic stress, suggestive
of an interaction between physical and mental health during exposures to chemicals and toxins [13].
Similarly, dampness and mold were associated with depression, but the association was mediated
by perception of control over one’s home and by physical health [14]. Another issue related to
chemical exposures is cognitive bias; the perceived odor and cognitive expectations of a chemical can
negatively affect how an individual responds to that chemical [15]. The impact of chemical exposures
on the physical and mental health of an affected population becomes even more pronounced when
combined with other psychological stressors related to hurricanes, such as escaping flooded homes,
finding shelter and temporary housing, or replacing damaged property [16]. Anecdotal reports from
healthcare providers hint at these psychological and physical effects; however, the full effects of both
the actual chemical contamination and the indirect effects of perceived exposures due to Hurricane
Harvey are still being elucidated.
We conducted a preliminary assessment of the initial psychological impact of Hurricane Harvey
in an effort to assess the immediate mental health needs of the population and to define public health
priorities for a larger epidemiological study. Proximity in time to Hurricane Harvey was an important
consideration in our research planning as the immediate weeks following a natural disaster are
typically when the mental health impacts are arguably the most severe [17,18]. To our knowledge we
were one of the first research teams to reach the Houston area following Hurricane Harvey.
2. Materials and Methods
Our research team was in Houston less than 3-weeks after Hurricane Harvey made landfall,
which was the quickest our team could mobilize, and immediately began surveying affected residents.
Convenience sampling was used to recruit participants from heavily affected areas including the
George R. Brown convention center which, in the immediate aftermath of Hurricane Harvey,
was converted into a temporary shelter. Participants who were ≥18 years old and had resided
within the greater Houston area during the hurricane were eligible and were given a $10 Target
gift card as reimbursement for their time. Most found out about the study through word of mouth.
Approval for this study was given by the internal review board of the Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai on 9/11/2017 (HS#: 15-00513) as a modification of our existing IRB created for researching
the effects of Hurricane Sandy.
2.1. Hurricane Exposures
Study participants were consented and completed a questionnaire about demographics, hurricane
exposures, and physical/mental health before and after Hurricane Harvey, modelled on studies we
conducted on Sandy affected populations [2,19]. Personal hurricane exposures were those that directly
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affected the participant or their family, and property related exposures were exposures related to the
level of personal property affected and the resulting financial hardship (Supplementary Table S1) [19].
The grouping of an exposure item into either the Personal or Property-related category was based on
the results of a Principal Components Analysis conducted by Schwartz et al. [19]. There was a total
of 16 personal exposures and 14 property exposures measured. A “total exposure score” was also
generated by summing affirmative answers (1 = Yes) to each of the 30 items (personal and property)
on the hurricane exposure scale. Displacement, one of the personal exposure items, was also examined
separately to determine the mental health correlates of displacement specifically.
Participants also reported exposure to specific chemicals and toxins (Yes/No) known to
be associated with Harvey, such as debris, mold, petroleum, and chemical emissions (e.g.,
carbon monoxide).
2.2. Mental Health Outcomes
The primary outcomes were mental health symptoms of anxiety, depression and PTSD. PTSD
symptoms were examined using the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-S (PCL-S), a 17-item
self-report measure that asked about PTSD symptoms specific to Hurricane Harvey. A score ≥30 was
considered indicative of probable PTSD symptoms. The Patient Health Questionnaire-4 (PHQ-4) was
used to assess symptoms of depression and of generalized anxiety disorder; a score ≥3 was considered
indicative of probable depression or anxiety.
2.3. Statistical Analysis
Fisher’s Exact Test or Wilcoxon Rank Sum and multivariate logistic regression were used to
evaluate associations between hurricane exposures and mental health. Having probable PTSD,
anxiety or depression was the primary outcome in the logistic regression statistical models, and was
treated as a dichotomous variable (yes or no) based on the clinically relevant cutoffs described above.
The number of personal, property-related or chemical exposures was used as a continuous variable
to investigate how an increase in any type of hurricane exposure affected mental health. Logistic
models were adjusted for covariates including age, gender and a prior history of a mental health
condition, including anxiety disorder, depression, PTSD, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, substance
abuse disorders (alcohol or prescription drug related) or some other mental health disorder that was
diagnosed by a physician. We chose to include these covariates because of their perceived biological
significance, which is supported by the literature [20]. Health insurance status was also included in
the adjusted models as it was found to be statistically associated with both PTSD and depression
in the bivariate analysis (data not shown), and because it acts as a proxy for socioeconomic status.
Though other variables such as race, ethnicity and education might still have a confounding effect,
our data represents only a small preliminary assessment of the affected Houston population and we
did not have sufficient sample size to run logistic models with adjustment for all these covariates.
Data analysis was performed using SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA, V9.4) software.
3. Results
The study sample consisted of 41 participants who had lived in the greater Houston area
during Hurricane Harvey. The majority was female (56%) US born (78%), and had some type
of health insurance (78%). The study cohort was mostly White (34%), Black (32%) and Hispanic
(20%); the remaining participants self-identified as American Indian, Pacific Islander, Asian or Other.
The majority of participants had attended at least some college (76%). The mean age was 44 years
(SD = 10 years), with a mean household size of 2.4 people (Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the population under study.
Demographics

N = 41

Gender
Female
Male

23 (56.1%)
18 (41.9%)

Ethnicity
White
Black
American Indian
Hispanic
Pacific Islander/Asian

14 (35.0%)
13 (32.5%)
1 (2.5%)
8 (20.0%)
4 (10.0%)

US Born
No
Yes

9 (22.0%)
32 (78.0%)

Education
<High School Degree
High School Degree
Some College
College Degree
Post-Graduate Degree

3 (7.9%)
6 (15.8%)
8 (21.0%)
8 (21.1%)
13 (34.2%)

Health Insurance
No
Yes

9 (22.0%)
32 (78.0%)

Mental Health Condition Prior to
Harvey
No
Yes

29 (70.7%)
12 (29.3%)

Age (years)

44.2 ± 10.3

Household Size (# of people)

2.4 ± 1.1

Frequency missing: Ethnicity (n = 1), Education (n = 3), Age (n = 3), Household Size (n = 1).

3.1. Hurricane Exposures
Most participants (88%) reported experiencing some type of exposure to Hurricane Harvey.
Overall, 34% of study participants reported at least one type of Personal exposure, while 61%
reported at least one type of Property-related exposure. The most commonly reported personal
exposure items were assisting in rescue efforts (31.7%) and being evacuated from their homes (22.0%).
For Property-related exposure, participants most commonly reported being displaced (53.7%),
having their homes damaged (53.7%), and having flooding in their homes (46.3%; Figure 1).
A perception of chemical/toxin exposure due to Hurricane Harvey was also reported by a large
number of participants (44%): 39% reported being exposed to dirty or contaminated flood water,
27% to sewage, and 12% to oil leaks. Participants in this study also reported being exposed to mold
(24.4%) and debris (31.7%; Figure 1).
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Table 2. Association between Hurricane Harvey exposure and mental health symptoms.
PTSD (PCL ≥ 30)
Mean (SD)

Exposure

Anxiety (PHQ-4 ≥ 3)
Mean (SD)

Depression (PHQ-4 ≥ 3)
Mean (SD)

No

Yes

ORadj * (95% CI)

No

Yes

ORadj * (95% CI)

No

Yes

ORadj * (95% CI)

Chemical/Toxin

0.77
(1.45)

2.21
(2.35) ˆ

1.45 (0.95–2.21)

0.53
(1.12)

2.23
(2.31) +

1.96 (1.16–3.32)

1.04
(1.85)

2.06
(2.21)

1.36 (0.94–1.96)

Hurricane overall

2.36
(2.32)

6.95
(5.29) ˆ

1.42 (1.06–2.05)

2.36
(2.34)

6.33
(5.22) ˆ

1.50 (1.09–2.06)

3.72
(4.66)

5.69
(4.25) @

1.10 (0.93–1.31)

Hurricane Personal

0.68
(0.84)

2.00
(2.26) #

2.29 (0.92–5.71)

0.79
(0.92)

1.73
(2.19)

1.97 (0.92–4.27)

1.20
(1.68)

1.44
(1.93)

1.10 (0.72–1.68)

Hurricane Property

1.68
(1.94)

4.95
(3.44)

1.53 (1.07–2.18)

1.58
(1.92)

4.59
(3.39) ˆ

1.60 (1.13–2.28)

2.52
(3.28)

4.25
(2.74) +

1.18 (0.93–1.51)

No

17
(89)

2
(11) ˆ

1 (ref)

13
(68)

6
(32) ˆ

1 (ref)

16
(84)

3
(16) ˆ

1 (ref)

Yes

5
(23)

17
(77)

12.50 (1.43–108.92)

6
(27)

16
(73)

6.66 (0.922–48.09)

9
(41)

13
(59)

15.76 (1.22–203.06)

Displacement (%)

* adjusted for age (continuous), gender, health insurance status and previous history of mental health conditions; n = 39, 2 people were missing age; ˆ p < 0.01; # p = 0.04; + p = 0.02;
p = 0.03.

@
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4. Discussion
4.1. Hurricane Exposure and Mental Health
Preliminary results indicate that increased Hurricane Harvey exposure may have had a significant
impact on the mental health of Houston residents. The reported number of personal or property
exposures was positively associated with mental health symptoms, particularly PTSD symptoms,
three weeks post-hurricane. Further, consistent with our previous work on displacement during
Hurricane Sandy, the current study indicated that displacement was associated with an increased risk
of PTSD and depression symptoms [19,21].
The data also shows an association between perceived chemical/toxin hurricane exposure and
PTSD and anxiety symptoms. The results support previous research reporting that exposures related
specifically to chemicals have negative short and long-term impacts on mental health [11,12,22].
However, the interaction between physical and mental health following exposure to toxins/chemicals
after a natural disaster is still largely unknown and should be the focus of further studies,
including a comparison of objective versus perceived measurement of chemical exposure.
4.2. Strengths and Limitations
This study was based on a small convenience sample; it is cross-sectional, and data interpretation
was correlational with no causal inferences made. However, to our knowledge, this represents
the first reported assessment of Hurricane Harvey’s impact on Houston residents’ mental health.
It incorporated validated instruments to investigate the degree of hurricane exposure and its impact
on mental health symptoms. It should be noted that it is not possible to receive a true diagnosis of
PTSD only three weeks after a traumatic event, however the PCL-S is used to assess symptoms and
is not used to make a true diagnosis. Further, it is possible that the PTSD scale is assessing acute
stress symptoms, as opposed to potential PTSD symptoms, given the close proximity to the hurricane.
Recall bias, a potential limitation of this study design, was minimized by the quick mobilization of the
research team.
This study’s proximity in time to the hurricane caused limitations to our recruitment. Being in
Houston so soon after the hurricane meant that we faced physical barriers such as flooded and
otherwise inaccessible roads. However, this also enabled us to recruit participants while they
were still displaced to a shelter. The need to seek a temporary shelter most likely compounds the
hurricane-related mental health symptoms caused or exacerbated by the storm [2,6,23]. Moreover,
having a pre-existing mental health condition has been linked to greater mental health symptomology
post-hurricane, and those seeking temporary shelter are often unable to retrieve their necessary
psychiatric medication during an evacuation [18,24]. The fact that we do not see a similar statistically
significant relationship in our study between pre-existing mental health disorders and mental health
symptoms post-hurricane can most likely be attributed to the study’s small sample size. Research
directly after the hurricane is necessary to assess the mental health needs of displaced residents.
4.3. Future Research Implications
The lessons gained from conducting this preliminary assessment of Houston residents
immediately after Hurricane Harvey has been instrumental in our future research endeavors. One of
the most significant research barriers we faced during this initial assessment was receiving permission
to be at the shelter as a research group. We were unsure who the designated decision-maker at the
shelter was and what protocol we needed to follow to allow us access to the shelter for research
purposes. Though we were able to overcome these obstacles, it speaks to the great need to have
community partnerships and infrastructure in place prior to disasters [25]. After Hurricane Sandy,
community engagement with those in the Rockaway area of New York allowed us to link those affected
by the hurricane to local mental health resources including an existing mental health and substance
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abuse treatment center in the area. Hopefully, with guidance from this assessment and future research,
similar programs will be able to be organized in Houston.
5. Conclusions
This assessment of the hurricane’s initial impact on mental health lays the groundwork for
future research. It is clear that residents were greatly impacted by the hurricane and that the types of
exposures they suffered were vast and variable. These findings have implications both for the ongoing
response to Hurricane Harvey and the emergency preparedness community as a whole. Literature
points to the stability of PTSD over time among communities exposed to natural disasters, with rates
as high as 30–40% [4], indicating the need to address symptoms as early as possible and to provide
long-term support for those affected.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/15/5/974/s1,
Table S1: Personal vs. Property Hurricane Exposure Items.
Author Contributions: E.T. and R.M.S. conceptualized the study design and statistical analyses. S.T., S.M.K. and
J.R. collected data. S.T. and W.L.-C. conducted statistical analyses and manuscript writing.
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